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COUNTING THE CONGREGATION: WISHFUL THINKING 
VERSUS HARD REALITY IN THE JOURNALS OF JOHN WESLEY 

SAMUEL J. RoGAL 

The reader of John Wesley's journals must keep in mind two facts 
relative to those narratives: (1) Wesley generally tended to look at his world 
and his work in terms of concrete details, which means that his pages 
generally abound with specificity. (2) The Methodist leader prepared his 
thpughts and observations for publication as scenarios to guide the hearts 
and the minds of his followers and as a means for drawing persons into 
his Methodist societies. Traditionally, students of eighteenth-century 
Wesleyan Methodism have relied heavily upon those journals, accepting 
without serious question or challenge both the degree and the extent of 
Wesley's abilities to attract and to hold on to large numbers of English, 
Welsh, Irish, and even Scots who crowded to the open fields and crammed 
into the barns and meeting houses of Britain to hear his recipes for 
spiritual, social, and economic salvation. Simply, statistics prove at least 
one means for measuring the success of John Wesley's eighteenth-century 
evangelical organization. 

Those very numbers, however, pose problems for those who carefully 
and critically scrutinize Wesley's diaries and journals, particularly con
cerning the open-air meetings. Frankly, how many people actually attended 
Wesley's outdoor services? Did he actually count his congregations prior 
to or following his sermons, or are his attendance figures essentially 
estimates, the results of wishful thinking, or combinations of the three? 
Why, on certain occasions, did he rely upon general references to 
quantity- such as "large," "exceeding large," or "numerous"- and upon 
other instances cite specific figures? Finally, do Wesley's attendance figures 
come close to being reasonable percentages or proportions of the popula
tions within and around a specific area or region? 

Wesley's initial call to leave the confines of the London religious 
societies and to seek the open fields of Bristol came in late March 1739 
from George Whitefield. Wesley responded to both with reluctance. He 
viewed his mission, in those early days of Methodism, as restricted to the 
London pulpits to which he had been ordained and to the societies that 
he had organized in that city. Whitefield had been sowing the seeds in and 
around Bristol since February 1739, having taken to the open fields in early 
spring: "three or four thousand people" at Baptist Mills on March 14; "no 
less than twenty thousand" at Rose Green on Sunday the 18th; "four or 
five thousand of high and low, rich and poor" at Bath on the next day; 
"about five thousand" on a large bowling green at Bristol on the morning 
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of the 25th, as well as to another "23,000" at Hanham Mount that after
noon; "seven or eight thousand" at Bristol on the afternoon of the 26th, 
and another "thousand hearers" in Weaver's Hall that evening; "several 
thousands" at Publow on the 28th; and "above two thousand" near Coal-
Pit Heath on the 30th. 1 

· 

Now, if one were to embrace Whitefield's figures without question, 
he preached- within a space of seventeen days- to at least between 68,000 
and 71,000 persons, excluding those occasions in his journal when he mere
ly generalized about the size of the assembly or failed to mention at all 
how many persons attended. 

One can hardly speculate upon the specifics of Whitefield's methods 
fordetermining attendance figures. On the afternoon of March 25, 1739, 
when he addressed the 23,000 at Hanham Mount, he inserted the paren
thetical "(as was computed)" into his journal entry, which leads one to 
accept his figures as estimates rather than as fact. At Pub low, five miles 
from Bristol, he stated confidently that he addressed several thousands. 
Again, one wonders from whence they all came- particularly on a 
Wednesday afternoon, outside a village of less than three hundred 
inhabitants, in an area dominated by colliers. Further, the 23,000 gathered 
at Hanham Mount, four miles outside of Bristol, would have constituted 
more than fifty percent of the population of the latter city; estimates reveal 
that, in 17 53, the population of greater Bristol stood at 43,692.2 

John Wesley arrived at Bristol on Saturday, March 31, 1739, on the 
eve of Whitefield's departure for Wales, and remained through June 11. 
A study of his diary and journal entries for the month of April reveals 
that for twelve of the thirty days, the Methodist leader noted the sizes 
of the congregations at outdoor meetings: a total of between 49,100 and 
51,300 persons. 3 Several interesting facts emerge from those figures. First, 
Wesley preached on three occasions at Hanham Mount, that same meadow 
atop a hill where Whitefield had drawn (supposedly) 23,000 on March 25; 
the former attracted 1500 on April 8, 3000 on the 15th, and another 3000 
on the 29th- or slightly less than one-third the number for the three ser
mons than had Whitefield for one. Second, there appear slight discrepan
cies between Wesley's diary notes and his journal narratives. For example, 
for April 23, 1739, Wesley's journal contains the entry, "At four in the 

1George Whitefield's Journals. Single volume, abridged (1756; rpt. Edinburgh: The Banner 
of Truth Trust, 1960), 233-241. 
2See William Edward Hartpole Lecky, A History of England in the Eighteenth Century, 
3rd ed., rev. (London; Longmans, Green and Company, 1883~1892), 1:197-199; W. T. Selley, 

a 
England in the Eighteenth Century, 3rd ed. (London: Charles Black, 1964), 242; A. S. Turber-
ville (ed.), Johnson's England: An Account of the Life and Manners of His Age, 2 vols. 
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1952), 1 :202-203; Derek Jarrett, Britain, 1688-1815 (New 
York: St. Martin's Press, 1965}, 341. 
3Nehemiah Curnock (ed.), The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M .. , 8 vols. (London: 
Charles H. Kelly, 1909-1916), 2:168-186; hereafter cited as Wesley, Journal. 
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afternoon, there were above three thousand, in a convenient place near 
Bristol .... "In his diary for that day, he recorded his having preached 
at Mr. Norman's brickyard to "4,000 .... '74 Thus, one may easily ask 
if, in counting his Bristol congregations, Wesley trusted his imagination 
more than his method or his memory. Third, one cannot begin to draw 
a comparison between Whitefield and Wesley in terms of ability to attract 
crowds. In his journal, the latter continually refers to the heavy rains during 
the last two weeks of April1739, and thus his open-air congregations may 
not have reached the levels that either he or Whitefield expected. 

Unlike Whitefield, who never actually revealed the specific means by 
which he computed or estimated the sizes of congregations gathered in 
the open fields, Wesley advanced at least one method for doing so. On 
Sunday, August 10, 1766, at Dawgreen near Leeds, the Methodist leader 
preached at 1:00 P.M. in the churchyard. "I judge the congregations, closely 
wedged together, to extend forty yards one way, and about a hundred 
the other. Now, suppose five to stand in a yard square, they would amount 
to twenty thousand people. "5 

Judging people's sizes by Wesley's own slight stature- 5 '2" and 13 5 
pounds- five citizens of eighteenth-century Yorkshire might well have 
"wedged" within a square yard; however, the more important question, 
once again, focuses upon from where these people came, as well as why 
they came. In the first instance, the entire population of Leeds, between 
1770 and 1775, has been estimated at approximately 17,000;6 yet, in early 
August 1766, Wesley could preach in the afternoon to "twenty thousand 
people" and maintain that, between 5:00 and 6:00P.M. on the same day, 
he preached at Leeds "to just another congregation"- or to 40,000 souls 
in a space of five or six hours. 7 

Most obviously, those large throngs came to hear Wesley preach for 
reasons other than their responsibilities as Methodists. Otherwise, he would 
have been speaking to the winds. Methodist m.embership statistics did not 
''officially" exist until 1767, at which time the annual Conference began 
to gather and to publish, in the Minutes, the rolls of the societies scattered 
throughout Great Britain. Thus, in England, the total number of declared 
Methodists stood at 22,410 in 1767, and rose to 56,605 in 1791, the year 
of John Wesley's death. In Wales, there numbered 232 Methodists in 1767, 
rising to 534 in 1791, while the membership for Scotland increased from 
468 to 1079 and that of Ireland from 2801 to 14,158-boih 'during the 
same three and one-half decades. 8 Indeed, the rolls of the entire 

4 Wesley, Journal, 2:182. 
5Wesley, Journal, 5:181. 
6Selley, p. 242; Turberville, 1:202-203. 
7Wesley, Journal, 5:181. 
8Robert Currie, Alan Gilbert, and Lee Horsley, Churches and Churchgoers: Patterns of 
Church Growth in the British Isles Since 1700 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977), 139. 
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Bristol circuit, for example, never reached 1900 persons during Wesley's 
lifetime; the figure reported for the Conference of August 1790, Wesley's 
last, stood at 1841.9 

The most fascinating aspect of this entire subject, nonetheless, 
focuses upon Wesley's experiences at Cornwall, beginning in September 
1766. At 5:00P.M. on Sunday, the 14th, he preached in a natural amphi
theatre at Gwennap, which he described as "far the finest I know in 
the kingdom. It is a round, green hollow, gently shelving down, about 
fifty feet deep; but I suppose it is two hundred across one way, and 
near three hundred the other. I believe there were full twenty thou
sand people; and, the evening being calm, all could hear. "10 Why, or 
how; did Wesley manage to arrive at that particular figure? Had he 
been consistent and applied his principle of wedging five Englishmen 
into a square yard (in this instance, 6700 square yards), and had Gwen
nap Pit been filled on that afternoon, he could have spoken to 33,500 
persons as well as to twenty thousand. Four years later, on Sunday, 
September 23, 1770, Wesley entered the same Gwennap Pit at the same 
time (5:00P.M.), but he chose to measure the place differently: "The 
people covered a circle of near fourscore yards diameter, and could 
not be fewer than twenty thousand."11 Thus, the 6700 square yards 
of 1766 had been increased to 6853 square yards (2 x [2.146] x 1600), 
and so the capacity should have risen to 34,265- again on the basis 
of five persons to a square yard. Nonetheless, the Methodist leader 
continued to compute his congregation at 20,000, until late September 
1773, when he finally got around to recalling his method for estimating 
the crowd: 

... supposing the space [Gwennap Pit] to be four-score yards square, and to contain 
five persons in a square yard, there must be above two-and-thirty thousand people; 
the largest assembly I ever preached to. Yet, I found upon inquiry, all could hear, 
even to the skirts of the congregation! Perhaps the first time that a man of seventy 
had been heard by so many persons at once! 12 

Viewing Gwennap Pit sometime between 1909 and early 1915, Nehemiah 
Curnock, editor of the first (and still only complete) standard edition of 
Wesley's journals, maintained that "The estimate of twenty thousand 
hearers in the Pit, as it is now, is physically impossible," principally owing 
to its having been "terraced round with seats, tier above tier," to the ex
tent of twelve levels. He contended, however, that "much may be said 
in support of Wesley's measurements and calculations," but he admits only 
what any reasonable person might conclude: that the Gwennap Pit of 

9Wesley, Journal, 8:83. 
10Wesley, Journal, 5:187. 
11Wesley, Journal, 5:387. 
12Wesley, Journal, 5:524. 
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1766-1770 proved considerably larger than its pre-World War I 
version. 13 

If nothing else, Wesley's visits to Gwennap serve to represent the 
problems of attempting to rely upon the journal as a means of determin
ing, with reasonable accuracy and confidence, exactly how many persons 
came to hear the Methodist leader preach. Journal, diary, and Sermon 
Register reveal that he preached at Gwennap on no fewer than thirty-six 
occasions between September 3, 1743, and August 23, 1789; he did not 
discover Gwennap Pit until the twentieth visit, on September 5, 1762. On 
the first visit, he spoke to between four and five hundred, and then seven
teen days later (September 20, 1743) to ten thousand. However, between 
April3, 1744, and September 10, 1746, he did not enter a single reference 
concerning the numbers of persons who heard any of those ten sermons. 
For September 14, 1746, and July 6, 1747, Wesley noted that pe preached 
to "an immense multitude" at each instance; he lapsed into statistical silence 
relative to the next four visits (September 25, 1748, to August 6, 1753); 
mentioned "several thousands" on August 31, 1755; and provided no 
information on the sizes of the congregations for the visits of September 
18, 1757, and September 21, 1760-except to note the presence of heavy 
rains on both occasions .14 

The Gwennap Pit sermons appear to have motivated Wesley to be more 
specific in his journal narratives relative to the sizes of the congregations. 

13See Wesley, Journal, 5:387, Note. In his biography of Robert Stephen Hawker (1804-1875), 
vicar of Morwenstow, Cornwall, Sabine Baring-Gould offers this description and account 
of the Gwennap Pit: 

The Cornish people in former days were passionately fond of theatrical performances. 
In numerous parts of Cornwall there exist green dells or depressions in the surface 
of the ground, situated generally on a moor. These depressions have been assisted 
by the hand of man to form rude theatres: the slopes were terraced for seats, and 
on fine summer days, at the "revels" of the locality, were occupied by crowds of spec
tators, whilst village actors performed on the turf stage. Originally the pieces acted 
were sacred, curious mysteries, of which specimens remain, relating to the creation, 
or the legendary history of St. Mary, or the passion of the Saviour, the prototypes 
of the Ammergau Passions-spiel. These in later times gave way to secular pieces, not 
always very choice in subject, and with the broadest of jokes in the speeches of the 
performers; not worse, however, than are to be found in Shakespeare, and which 
were tolerated in the days of Elizabeth. These drama tical performail.-ce~. were in full 
vigor when Wesley preached in Cornwall. He seized on these rude green theatres, 
and preached the gospel from their turfy platforms to wondering and agitated crowdsf 
which thronged the grassy slopes. 

The Cornish people became Methodists, and play-going became sinful. The doom 
of these dramas was sealed when the place of their performances was turned into 
an arena for revivals. The camp-meeting supplanted the drama. 

See Sabine Baring-Gould, The Vicar of Morwenstow, A Life of Robert Stephen Hawker, 
M.A., first American ed. (New York: Thomas Whittaker, 1876), 53-54. 
14Wesley, Journal, 3:89,94, 127, 130, 131, 184, 188, 192, 194,257,261,263, 306,489, 538; 
4:78, 130, 237, 413. 
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On nine of the seventeen instances in which he preached there, he cited 
concrete figures: 20,000 appears four different times; three sermons there 
drew, respectively, 23,000, 24,000, and 25,000, while two others attracted 
32,000 to each. On four instances, including the initial two, he failed to 
record attendance, while four others prompted only general references: 
''some thousands," "many thousands," "larger by 1500 to 2000 than ever 
before," "a thousand more than ever before."15 Once Wesley determined 
or estimated, in 1773, that 32,000 persons could crowd into the confines 
of Gwennap Pit, rather than 20,000 he repeated the larger figure for the 
following year. However, that number never again appears in an entry 
for Gwennap Pit. By 1776, he had reverted to the lesser figure of 20,000. 
Did he lose 12,000 of the faithful (or curious) in two years? Why did 
attendance rise to 24,000 in 1778, decline to 20,000 in 1780, rise to 23,000 
in 1781, and then end, in 1789, with the eighty-six-year-old patriarch 
preaching to 25 ,000? Had age and infirmity begun to affect both his sight 
and his memory? 

Although the exercise of attempting to count Wesley's outdoor con
gregations may prove interesting and even stimulating to certain minds, 
it may not prove as important to the development of eighteenth-century 
Methodism as one would think (or perhaps wish). Certainly the older 
historians and biographers of Methodism and the Wesleys (Southey, Tyer
man, Telford, Curnock)- the chroniclers of the nineteenth-century British 
and American Wesleyan connexions- found the figures and the generaliza
tions useful in building and maintaining John Wesley's saintly image. More 
recent historians and biographers (among them Plumb, Rude, Humphreys., 
Green, Baker) have demonstrated little or no interest in challenging or 
even amending their subject's computations. 

The importance of John Wesley, both to literature and to history, 
remains focused upon himself, not upon the quantities of his followers
real, imagined, or estimated- whom he attracted. " ... for the immediate 
purpose of stirring the stagnating currents of religious emotion," wrote 
Sir Leslie Stephen, "no man could have been more admirably endowed. 
Few men have left more vivid portraits of their own personality than that 
which is embodied in Wesley's Journals. The detailed account of his labors 
surpasses in interest even the charming biography of Southey."16 Com
plementing the strong personality that stamped its mark upon the pages 
of the journals, Wesley possessed the ability to blend his numerical 
generalizations and statistical inconsistencies with his concrete narrative 
descriptions and scriptural quotations. Both emerged, however, as almost 

15Wesley, Journal, 4:428; 5:142, 187, 286, 339, 387, 524; 6:38, 77, 124, 170, 209, 293, 334, 
366; 7:325; 8:5. 
16Leslie Stephen, History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century, 2 vols. (1876; rpt. 
London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1962), 2:348. 
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insignificant fodder to feed the larger issues of denominational and social 
reform and the attempts to elevate the hearts and the souls of those whom 
he sought to guide toward the better life. Nonetheless, if "legitimate 
propaganda" were ever to become a valid narrative mode, then 1 ohn 
Wesley would achieve recognition as its most skillful eighteenth-century 
practitioner. 


